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A “carbon credit” is a tradable certificate. More specifically, it is a permit that 

gives the holder the right to emit, over a certain period, carbon dioxide or other 

greenhouse gases (e.g. methane, nitrous oxide or hydrofluorocarbons).

The carbon credit limits the emission to one tonne of carbon dioxide or the mass 

of another greenhouse gas with a carbon dioxide equivalent (tCO2e) corresponding 

to one tonne of carbon dioxide. In other words, 1 carbon credit corresponds to 1 

metric tonne of carbon dioxide prevented from entering the atmosphere.

WHAT ARE
Clean Earth initiative



We are currently developing new Partnerships within the Energy sector for 

immediate implementation and utilization of the token on Our Exchange. 

WHY BUY
New Partnerships



Currently there is a lack of Exchanges and/or Crypto Currencies for utilization of Carbon Credits 

and the benifits by local farmers, agricultural land owners, as well as large Corporations. 

Our goal is to be recognized by the industry leaders and/or government as the main Crypto 

Exchange and Currency of the Fast growing Clean Earth initiative.

“ The world emits about 43 billion tons of co2 per year, total emissions from 

agricultural farmers, land use, factory, and all other human activity “

~ worldcounts.com

OUR MISSION
Clean Earth initiative



Total Supply:� 1,000,000,000,000 CARBON

Supply Dynamics:� Decimals: 9

Contract Address:� 0X75388891D79B7A2743402845BF393DE058F71D3B

Etherscan Link:�
https://etherscan.io/address/0x75388891d79b7a2743402845bf393de058f71d3b

TOKENOMICS
Carbon ERC-20 Token

https://etherscan.io/address/0x75388891d79b7a2743402845bf393de058f71d3b
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About Us
Active World Club:�
AWC was formed to serve as a peer-to-peer platform for the facilitation 
of Defi and NFT projects. The Club is to “invited members only” creating 
exclusivity by design. Within The Club there are opportunities for like-
minded members to exchange investment thoughts, ideas, and strategies. 
Members are encouraged to share the discovery of rising artists, burgeoning inventors, small businesses, 
turn around financial opportunities, relaunches, M&A opportunities and create ways to right social or 
civil injustices, identify and fund worthy causes and all in one place. All this with the goal of pursuing the 
“crypto-lifestyle” of exotic cars, boats, planes, and travel. Our mission is to create a platform to decentralize, 
democratize and demystify finance opportunities through the use of cryptocurrencies.

ACTIVE WORLD CLUB WEBSITE: https://www.activeworldclub.com

Luxuries of Becoming an AWC Member
Our robust member community includes the following:

• COMMUNITY – Members can exchange investment thoughts, ideas, and strategies while 
  discovering rising artists, inventors, businesses, relaunches, M&A opportunities all in one place.

• FINANCE – Members get access to the Club Exchange, Club Wallet and new project drops 
 before they hit the market.

• NFT – Members can qualify for whitelists on NFT projects that include art, music, media, 
 unique business opportunities and multiple Metaverse expansions.

• EDUCATION – Members can access multiple research Bots and browse a repository of 
 tutorials on the Global Crypto Environment.

• ENTERTAINMENT – Members can play in Amiga Game tournaments, Mad Hatter Society Peer 
 to Peer Sports Betting, Table Games along with attending Film Premieres, and Music Releases.

• TRAVEL & LEISURE – Members have access to Velocity Auto Concierge, Boat Charters, Private 
 Jet Charters and Private Parties.

• MARKETPLACE – Includes AWC Auction, AWC Crypto Shopping Cart, and AWC Buy Crypto with Crypto.

• ACCOUNT PROFILE & SUPPORT – Customize your member desktop, and the AWC Concierge Bot.

• SOCIAL MEDIA – Members can participate in exciting giveaways and competitions by linking various 
 social  media accounts to share the progress of the Club or a specific project housed within the Club

https://www.activeworldclub.com


Disclaimer:�
Certain statements in this document may constitute “forward-looking statements”. Forward-

looking statements include information concerning future strategic objectives, business 
prospects, anticipated savings, financial results (including expenses, earnings, liquidity, cash 
flow and capital expenditures), industry or market conditions, demand for and pricing of our 
products, acquisitions and divestitures, anticipated results and regulatory developments or 
general economic conditions. In addition, words such as “believes,” “expects,” “anticipates,” 

“intends,” “plans,” “estimates,” “projects,” “forecasts,” and future or conditional verbs such as 
“will,” “may,” “could,” “should,” and “would,” as well as any other statement that necessarily 
depends on future events, are intended to identify forward-looking statements. Forward-

looking statements are not guarantees, and they involve risks, uncertainties and assumptions. 
Although such statements are made based on assumptions believed to be reasonable, there 

can be no assurance actual results will not differ materially from those expressed in the 
forward-looking statements. Carbon Credit Exchange expressly disclaim any obligation to 

update any forward-looking statement in the event it later turns out to be inaccurate, whether 
as a result of new information, future events or otherwise. This document does not constitute 
nor imply a final technical specification of Carbon Credit Exchange. Information presented on 
this whitepaper, technical or otherwise, is meant to outline the general idea of Carbon Credit 

Exchange, its design and its use-cases and is subject to change with or without notice.


